The aim of this study is to present electrooculogram signals that can be used for human computer interface efficiently. Establishing an efficient alternative channel for communication without overt speech and hand movements is important to increase the quality of life for patients suffering from Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis or other illnesses that prevent correct limb and facial muscular responses. In this paper, we introduce the gaze estimation system of electrooculogram signals. Using this system, the electrooculogram signals can be recorded when the patients focused on each direct. All these recorded signals could be analyzed using mathmethod and the mathematical model will be set up. Gaze estimation can be recognized using electrooculogram signals follow these models.
Introduction
In the eye movements, a potential across the cornea and retina exists, and it is source of electrooculogram (abbr. EOG). EOG can be modeled by a dipole [1] , and these systems can be used in medical systems. There are several EOG-based Human-Computer Interface studies in literature. A wheelchair controlled with the eye movements is developed for the disabled and elderly people. The eyes movement signals and sensor signals are combined, and both direction and acceleration are controlled [2] . Using horizontal and vertical eyes movements and two or three blinking signals, a movable robot is controlled. Because the EOG signals are slightly different for the each subject, a dynamical threshold algorithm is developed [3] . Compare with the mouse cursor control system using cameras, the EOG devices have strong adaptability to environments such as dark or complex lights environments. And the patients, who could not gaze at the cameras, even could not open their eyes can also operate the devices using EOG signals.
In this approach, the initial threshold is compared with the dynamic range; the threshold value is renewed after each difference. According to this threshold the output signal is made 1 or 0 and afterwards it is processed. EOG, electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) signals are classified in real time, and movable robots are controlled by † † The author is with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Miyazaki, Miyazaki-shi, 889-2192 Japan.
a) E-mail: nc11006@student.miyazaki-u.ac.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2013LOP0018 using artificial neural network classifier [4] , [5] . Investigating possibility of usage of the EOG for human-computer interface, a relation between sight angle and EOG is determined. However, In-depth studies evoked that slow changing baseline drift is difficult to estimate in continuous EOG signals, and this drift is only appeared in direct current (abbr. DC) signals caused by circuit. To overcome this issue, our system was proposed using alternating current (abbr. AC) of EOG which reduces baseline drift by segmentation of the signal [6] , [7] . In this study, we are developing the gaze estimation system using EOG signals. It was considered that the performance of pointing device using EOG was influenced from the eye blinking artifacts, the displacement of electrode positions and the drift. Our proposal EOG device did not have the problem of eye blinking artifacts and the displacement of electrode positions. But, the drift was problem. Then, we proposed the algorithm using AC and DC of EOG corresponding to the drift. Using this system, the electrooculogram signals can be recorded when the patients focus on each direct. All these recorded signals could be analyzed using regression analysis and fuzzy mathematics method. Gaze estimation can be recognized using electrooculogram signals follow these methods. We could estimate the gaze of the patients through discriminate their EOG signals changes and a novel communication could be established using proposed gaze estimation method.
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 presents the measurement system using EOG signals and its use on Mouse Cursor Control System. Section 3 introduces our method used for recording the EOG signals when the patients focused on each direct. Section 4 provides the Mathematical Modeling results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The Measurement System Using EOG Signals and
Its Use on Mouse Cursor Control System
The EOG Device
In this subsection, novel EOG measurement system design is proposed. Figure 1 shows the formal scheme for the acquisition and analysis of the EOG signal for the control organization and flow of information through the system. and 5) mouse cursor control system. It consists of five electrodes, an A/D-convertor, a personal computer, and a monitor (shown Fig. 1 ). In order to effectively filter functions, channel 3 (and channel 4) is used two amplifiers. Horizontal and vertical eye movements are measured with two passive electrodes. Five Ag/AgCl electrodes are used (two for each channel and one is for ground). Two channels of EOG signals can be used to recognize the eyes movement. EOG signals can be determined as high as 50Hz. But the signals which are less than 10Hz are safe and enough for our system. In order to remove the more than 10Hz power line signals, the low pass filter is used. The cutoff frequency of low pass filter is 10Hz.
In our proposal system, channel 3 and 4 that applies high pass filter to channel 1 and 2 are used in order to remove the DC level. The cutoff frequency of high pass filter for channel 3 and 4 are 0.175Hz.
After filtering and the amplification (about 500 times) stages, the EOG signals are digitized (16 bit) and then transferred to the personal computer. The sampling frequency of the measurement data is 960 Hz. The EOG signals are then processed by a classification algorithm which is based on the dynamic threshold algorithm and the simple moving average method. This proposal method is necessary to set the value of initial threshold of each user. The classification technique is described in the next Sect. 3.
The EOG Signals Recording
After signal amplitude (1000 times) and considering noise reduction measures in designing of the biopotential data acquisition system, five kinds of eyes movements (Right, Left, Up, Down, and Intentional Blink) can be recognized accurately. Our EOG system performance is well and the electronic noise reduction is also successful. But because the eyes of person are in form of oval, the horizontal EOG signals are strong than the vertical EOG signals. So in this paper, we use the horizontal EOG signals only for the gaze estimation as the first step of this research. The Fig. 2 , Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 showed that 3 eyes movements are clearly different (right, left and blink). Moreover, channel 1 and 2 have the DC level signals, so that the change of the EOG by the eyes movements can be recorded continuously and the continuous control for mouse cursor becomes possible. Channel 3 is the AC level signals of the horizontal EOG. Therefore, channel 3 is strongly reacted while eyes moved to right or left only.
The Mouse Cursor Control Systems
In this sub-section, we introduce the use of our proposal system on Mouse Cursor Control System. The initial thresholds of the eyes movement class (Right, Left and Voluntary Blink) are set on the user using voluntary blink is a command of click processing. When the experimenter gazes on these points of the initialization screen, the signals change of each channel will be recorded as initial thresholds of the eyes movement class. The center parameters of the eyes are set as C1, C2, C3 and C4.
The difference between the center parameter and inputs of channel 1 and 2 (Channel 1 and Channel 2) are calculated. Here, the value of Channel 1 -C1 is Input 1, Channel 2 -C2 is Input 2, Channel 3 -C3 is Input 3, Channel 4 -C4 is Input 4. If eyes move, the eye movement class is identified using each class thresholds using the rules of Table 1 . The value of threshold for each direction is defined using the same method. For example, we ask the experimenter gaze at the Right point on the initialization screen, then we record the signals change both in DC component as the threshold T right and AC component as the threshold T CH3right . Using the same method, the value of T left and T blink are defined as the DC threshold value of the eye movement class and T CH3left , T CH3blink and T CH4blink are defined as the AC threshold value of the eye movement class.
Channel 3 and 4 signals have the change, only when eyes move, so Channel 3 and 4 signals are information that shows the difference between the change by the drift (low frequency) and the change by the eyes movements. When the channel 1 or/and channel 2 signals change without the channel 3 and 4 signal changing, this change is an influence of the drift. Our proposal system is judged whether eyes moved by using these inputs and channel 3 and 4 information. If eyes don't move, center parameters are updated by 10% of themselves to correspond to the drift. The equations are as follows: Figure 6 shows the overall our proposal system flow. These processing are repeated as a loop. The mouse cursor control interval is 0.2 seconds. The continuous control for mouse cursor can be executed while corresponding to the drift by this algorithm.
Using this Mouse Cursor Control System, the ALS patients can answer the simple "yes or no" questions [7] , and in the extended research for both horizontal and vertical directions, the discrimination rate of 4 directions was 95.6% [8] , but in horizontal directions, the discrimination rate could be as high as 99%. In other words, the discrimination rate for vertical directions was only 92%, so in this paper, we just want to extend the freedom in horizontal directions and make sure it can be realized based on excellent results.
Offline Experiments and Results
In order to record the EOG signals when the patients focused on each direct, we use the screen shown in Fig. 5 . The size of the monitor is 15.4 inches. The distance between the eyes of subject and the monitor is 50cm. The subjects of the experiments are two 20th healthy males (subject A and B) and one 20th healthy female (subject C) who agreed to join in this experiment unforced. Fig. 7 The results of the experiments (subject A) (DC signals). Fig. 8 The results of the experiments (subject A) (AC signals).
Offline Experiments Method
By using the screen shown in Fig. 5 , we record the EOG signals when the patient focus its eyeballs right ahead. Then we ask the subject focus its eyeballs on the two marks which were put on the left/right 30 degree position from right ahead, and record both DC and AC amplitude changes. With the same method, we also record the amplitude changes when the patient focus its eyeballs on the left/right 45, 60, 75 degree position from right ahead. All these data are considered as one group. We continue the experiments until recording ten groups' data and re-initialize the system by 1 group. Because the blink action has little influence on horizontal direction (Fig. 4) , so we ignore the blink action in this experiment.
The Results of Experiments of Subject A
The average degree of each direct in the experiments and the linear function are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . And the results of the other two subjects of the experiments are shown in the next subsection.
Mathematical Modeling of the Results of Offline Experiments
In order to get the rules for the Gaze Estimation judgment, we try regression analysis and fuzzy mathematics methods, and the results of Experiments in the last section are used as database.
Regression Analysis
The goal of regression analysis is to determine the values of parameters for a function that cause the function to best fit a set of data observations that you provide. In linear regression, the function is a linear (straight-line) equation.
From the linear regression, we can get the linear (straight-line) equation of SUBJECT A's results is as below: Degree = −2.3761 + 28.158*A DC + 10.447*A AC (1) A DC , A AC is the amplitude changes Use Eq. (1), we can compute the predicted degree with the amplitude changes, and the comparison between real degree and predicted degree is shown in Fig. 9 . From the analysis results, we can see that the predicted degrees especially the predicted degrees near 30 degree are not very accurate, and the results cannot be used for real-time gaze estimation. So we tried fuzzy mathematics method only for the other subjects' results.
Fuzzy Mathematics Analysis
All the DC and AC amplitude changes for each direct could be considered as fuzzy sets and if we set 'i' as the index of each set of degree and 'j' as the index of DC and AC, its membership function is as below:
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; j = 1, 2) x j is the average value and σ is standard deviation.
Then in order to simplify calculation and reduce latency in online experiments, the membership function for each direct uses sum calculation only as below:
In this method, all of databases are customized for each user and reflect the value directly, so it can be worked without learning algorithm. If we choose the first six groups data as the teacher data, we can get the teacher database of subject A as shown Table 2 Teacher database of six group data (subject A).
Table 3
The results of last 4 group data (subject A).
in Table 2 .
We choose the last 4 group data as test data, the results of last 4 group data (32 pairs) are show in Table 3 .
In order to compare with fuzzy mathematics analysis, we tried regression analysis using the data of these 4 groups first. If we considered the enactment range was between plus and minus 7.5 degrees (just half of our scale) from the real degrees, we could get the predicted degree using Eq. (1). For example, the first data of group 7 is (−1.639, −3.400).
The deviation of predicted degree and real degree is 9, which is bigger than the enactment range (7.5), so the predicted degree was misjudged. Under the same rule, the results of regression analysis are as shown in Fig. 10 . From the results above, the average correct rate of regression analysis is 53%, and which was unacceptable. Then we tried fuzzy mathematics analysis. Use Eqs. (2) and (3) to compute the membership A ij . For example, the first data of group 7 is (−1.639, −3.400). Correct and misjudge rate between real degree and predicted degree (subject A).
Fig. 11
Comparison between real degree and predicted degree (subject A).
Fig. 12
Comparison between real degree and predicted degree (subject B).
Fig. 13
Comparison between real degree and predicted degree (subject C).
And we can also compute that A 2 = A 3 = A 4 = A 5 = A 6 = A 7 = A 8 = 0 using the same method. Follow the Maximum membership principle, we can know (−1.639, −3.400) belong to set 1, and the predicted degree is −75.
And the comparison between real degree and predicted degree of all three subjects are shown in Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . The real degree is equal to predicted degree perfectly under accuracy of 15 degree.
Fuzzy Mathematical Modeling of the Results of Online Experiments
As we known that using fuzzy mathematics method could get wonderful results in offline experiments, so we tried the online experiments in real time using both the fuzzy mathematics method and the database created in the offline experiments.
Online Experiments Method
The subjects of the experiments were asked to focus their eyeballs on the marks which were set on the left/right 30, 45, 60, 75 degree position from right ahead. And the predicted degrees were also computed by using both the fuzzy mathematics method and the database created in the offline experiments on the same time. We continued the experiments until recording twenty groups' data and re-initialize the system only using the center parameters update method (Sect. 2). That means we didn't update the center parameters personally and the center parameters only updated when the system had a judgment that the eyes were at the center position. By using the screen shown in Fig. 14, the predicted degree was showed on the real-time in the oval-marked. We considered 8 degrees (left/right 30, 45, 60, 75 degree) as a group and measured 20 groups (180 units) in 90 minutes for one subject.
Fuzzy Mathematical Modeling Results of Online Experiments
The mathematical modeling results of online Experiments of subject A are shown in Fig. 15 . From Fig. 15 , we could know that the average correct rate was decreased into 82.5% (152/180). In other words, 28 pairs of real degree and predicted degree were not matched. But 20 pairs of these 28 pairs were in other same direct and 16 pairs of these 20 pairs were misjudged near only 15 degrees.
In the same way, the results of online Experiments of subject B are shown in Fig. 16 . The average correct rate was 76.25% (142/180) and 38 pairs of real degree and predicted degree were not matched. But 30 pairs of these 38 pairs were in other same direct and 23 pairs of these 30 pairs were misjudged near only 15 degrees. The results of online Experiments of subject C are shown in Fig. 17 . The average correct rate was 77.5 % (144/180) and 36 pairs of real degree and predicted degree were not matched. But 30 pairs of these 36 pairs were in other same direct and 24 pairs of these 30 pairs were misjudged near only 15 degrees. The average correct rate of all three subjects was 78.75%. From the results, we considered that if we set the precision as the merger of the adjacent two degrees just like (−75, −60), (−45, −30), (0), (30, 45), (60, 75), the results of all three experiment subjects is show in Fig. 18, Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 and the average correct rate was increased into 86.67%.
Conclusions
In this study, we introduced the EOG device which is used in the mouse cursor control system for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients successfully. Using this system, the ALS patients could control the mouse cursor with its eyeballs movements. In order to improve the precision accuracy of our system, we want to realize gaze estimation using electrooculogram Signals. So we record both DC and AC amplitude changes of electrooculogram signals when the people focus its eyeballs on the left/right 30, 45, 60, 75 degree position from right ahead. With those data, we use two mathematical modeling methods, regression analysis and fuzzy mathematics. From the analysis results, we know that regression analysis is not very suitable for our data. But with numbers of database, the fuzzy mathematics method gets a good result. All the eyeballs movements can be recognized under a accuracy of 15 degree, and the patients also need move their eyeballs about 15 degree from one input button to the adjoining one in our system. So this accuracy is good enough for our system.
Then we used both the fuzzy mathematics method and the database created in the offline experiments in online experiments. The average correct rate of three subjects was decreased into 78.75% in online experiments from 100% in offline experiments. From the results, we could know that the tiny drift of center parameters is the core reason of the low efficiency. In EOG signals research area, especially in DC signals research, the drift problem is still the largest problem. The automatic center parameters update method which was used in the online experiments could only maintain the system at accuracy of 15 degree.
In the future work, dynamic database are going to be imported into this system and we plan to change the position of electrode on the face and improve the circuit structure, so we may decrease the influence of the drift problem by mathematics method, and the accuracy will be improved into the higher level. And then we could estimate the gaze of the patients through discriminate their EOG signals changes with a high accuracy and a novel communication could be established using the proposed gaze estimation method.
